10 Free Services for Health Insurance
- The reasons why you need help of an insurance agent
In the US, most healthcare services are managed by private owned clinics and hospitals,
not owned by government. Also, most healthcare services are re-organized and sliced into
various health service plans in conjunction with service networks by insurance
companies, and then insurance sell these plans to public. When people need healthcare
service, they can visit a clinic directly and then to pay the services by themselves; or in
most cases, to pay the services by their insurance plans they purchased. The government
monitor healthcare and insurance plans, and provide free healthcare for low incomers.
After 2014 ACA (Obamacare) healthcare law installed, all regular health plans that are
offered to public by these private businesses must meet the ACA requirements, so called
the ACA plan or qualified healthcare plan. Due to the ACA requirements, those ACA
plans are normally highly reliable plans, but very expensive thereafter. In contrast to the
ACA plan, a short-term plan can be varies and flexible, because it is not required to meet
the ACA requirements, therefore, it normally has less coverage and very cheaper.
There are lots of types of short-term health insurance in the US. In order to lower sale
price, insurance companies created various limits and conditions to reduce risks and cut
benefits for lower costs. In addition, because short-term plans are not controlled by the
ACA law, this give insurance providers more chances to develop variety of plans, which
is very hard for buyers to find out tricky within those plans, and also hard to decide which
plan they should buy and how to use those plans after purchased. For all these issues, we
can help buyers to find solutions and get the best plans, since we have health insurance
service experience over 18 years. Here are our services listed below:
Services before buyers buy a health plan:
1.) Introduce reliable insurance companies for buyers to choose. It is not always the case
that company size the larger, the better. It is not easy to find the best one. We know them.
2.) Help buyers to find right plans, from 197 insurance plans, to meet their actual needs.
3.) Find out more promotion rates, discounts, supplement options, etc. to save money and
get most coverage with lower costs.
4.) Assist buyers answer questions on application form and complete purchase processes.
Services after buyers purchased a health plan:
5.) Help buyers understand key issues and give buyers tips how to use a health plan;
6.) Set up reliable communication connection between our agency and buyers for easier
contact each other when something happen.
Our assistance when an incident happened and buyers really need help:
7.) Help buyers contact insurance to file a loss claim and get a claim number (important);
8.) Help buyers to find a doctor office or healthcare provider near by, if urgent service;
9.) Help buyers to find a right network service that let buyers save money;
10.) Help buyers finish claim after medical treatment; and …., etc. to save buyers time.
Finally, we hope our clients like to use our services. With reliable insurance coverage,
people would be able to keep a peaceful of mind and have a healthy and pleasure life.
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Medical cost for common illness and incident in the US
– 4 samples showing reasons why need travel insurance
Listed medical costs below are real cases that were suffered by my clients and would help
travelers to plan their trip.
1.) $7,600 for one night emergency services.
52 old restaurant owner suddenly feel his heart uncomfortable, hard to breath, and then
faint. His wife called 911 and sent him to hospital. On next morning, the owner
recovered and came back home. Total costs for this medical treatment, called “Sudden
heart rate variability”, were $7,600, which included emergency diagnosis and treatment,
and over night staying hospital for recovery monitoring. If had insurance coverage for
this, he would only need to pay about $350.
2.) $8,000 for diarrhea with bleeding.
A 63 old foreign visitor had diarrhea with bleeding. He took some medicine (that he
brought in by himself) for couple days, however, his diarrhea did not stop and the
bleeding became more and more. Also, he became more and more weaker. With no other
choice and worry about cancer, his daughter brought him to see a doctor, which they
follow these procedures: see internal medical doctor -> test and exam -> see a specialist > further test and special device exam -> see the specialist for diagnosis and treatment ->
see the specialist for recovery confirmation. Finally, the specialist told him that he was
food allergy, not cancer related, and only need take a medicine. It took 27 days and total
costs for this problem were over $8,000. Since he had no medical insurance, the costs
must be self-paid.
3.) Save money for not visiting a doctor office, suffered life loss.
A 48 man recently did not feel good and, time by time, there was strong pain from his
waist, while he and his wife were traveling the US. The man had kidney stones before, so
that they thought the pain was related the stones. However, after the man was faint for a
while in the morning, they had still not decided to visit a doctor office when the man got
awaked back. They called a doctor in their hometown to get advice, which the doctor
asked the man to see a doctor in the US. However, to save money, they decided to wait
for next day and wished to get better and recovered. Unfortunately, the man was faint
again on the next morning and never got back. His wife called 911 and sent him to
hospital emergency. Doctors in the hospital worked very hard to try save the man, but it
was too late to save him. He died for renal failure. Later, doctor told the wife that it
would be a chance to save his life if you had sent him here 10 hours earlier.
4.) Average medical cost for person bodily injury in vehicle accident was over $76,000.
This data was from records of insurance loss claims for person bodily injury caused by
vehicle accidents in 2013, which, as long as an injured person sent by an ambulance to a
hospital for emergency treatments, the medical costs would be most likely over $76,000,
or over $100,000 if injured more than one person. Travel insurance covers these costs.

Note, for above prices, if have insurance, you may only need to pay 10% or $0.

